
W M C -  Model 9050 Bed rail for couches w/wood or chrome legs 

 9050 Couch rails 
These sturdy rails can be order and installed on your existing couches, 
or ordered and shipped with your new couch purchase. 

 
This illustrates the ease of installing your new Bed Rails 

 
Begin by placing your couch upside down on a clean surface (Table or floor) with legs attached. 
 
Place cross bar across bottom of couch and position next to couch leg with adjustment knobs facing the 
center of the couch.  (figure 1 & 2) 
 
Flush the wooden bracket on the cross bar with the bottom of the couch frame and secure the bracket to the frame using the 
#8 x 1 1/2” screws provided.  (a cordless screw driver will make this task effortless, however this can be done using a com-
mon #2 Phillips screws driver.) 
 
Once the wooden mounting brackets are secured, turn the couch right side up. 
 
Insert the outer telescoping rail into the barrel of the head end cross brace, pull the spring loaded knob on the barrel and ad-
just the bed rail to the top position and release the knob to secure the rail.  Repeat this process for the inner telescoping rail at 
the foot end cross brace. 
 
Raise or lower the bed rail until the spring loaded knob (clicks) securely into the lower or upper adjustment holes, or until the 
rail stop securely rest against the barrel. 
 
Repeat these steps to install the other bed rail onto the opposite side of the couch. 

Sold in sets:  Each set includes 2  pre-adjusted  cross bars made specifically for 
your couch model and 2 telescoping rail sets to secure both sides of your couch. 
As shown attached to the WMC model 8302 Recovery Couch above. 

Figure 1 Figure 2 
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